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THE FREE AGENTS

Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
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her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
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school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
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And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
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a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon. Tess
could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
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the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
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On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
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probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
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fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
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Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
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count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
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good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
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angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon. Tess
could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
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At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
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Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.
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After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
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tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
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Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
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Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
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F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
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of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
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ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
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her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
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school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
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And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
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a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
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the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
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On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
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probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
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fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
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Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
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count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
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good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
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angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon. Tess
could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
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At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
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Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.
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After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
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tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
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Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
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Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
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F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
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of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
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ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
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her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
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school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
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And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
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a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
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the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
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On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
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probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
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fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
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Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
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count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
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good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
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angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, s ome terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
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At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. T
 he plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, T
 ess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, s he casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
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Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.
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After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, and it was easy to say,
Okay, and she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. In her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
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tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
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Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
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Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
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F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
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of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
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ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
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her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
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school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
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And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
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a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
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the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
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On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
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probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
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fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
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Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
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count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
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good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
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angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
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At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
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Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.
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After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
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tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
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Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
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Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
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F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
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of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
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ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
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her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
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school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
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And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
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a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
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the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
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On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
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probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
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fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
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Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
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count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
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good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
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angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
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At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
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Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.
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After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
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tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
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Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
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Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
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F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
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of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
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ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
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her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
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school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
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And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
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a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
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the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
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On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
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probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
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fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
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Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
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count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
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good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
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angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
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At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
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Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.
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After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
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tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
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Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
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Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
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F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
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of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
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ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
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her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
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school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
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And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
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a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
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the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
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On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
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probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
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fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
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Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
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count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.

After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
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good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
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angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
She’d tried running herself until she was tired before bed. She drank giant glasses of
warm milk. She stopped taking the pills, thinking they might be the cause, and then Dr. Janoo
said she couldn’t just stop. She gave Tess new pills, instead, but those were also powerless.
Coach Rick was over the moon to bring Tess on. Those were his words, over the moon.
Tess could feel God’s approval shine down on her as she jogged across the parking lot to tell her
parents. She’d done it. She still needed to fill out some paperwork, and her parents were going to
have to write a check, but she’d done what God asked.
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At approximately 11:30 last night, Tess had called out to Him for guidance for the
millionth time, and in the same sort-of-exasperated-but-nice way Coach Finch would tell her to
get her elbows out after a rebound, an obvious answer came. Stick with me, kid. The plan was to
slam cans of Diet Coke to stay awake, pack up all her stuff, and sprint headfirst into a
Christ-focused educational environment. Stay close and hang on tight. It seemed imperative to
keep God in her everyday routine, to read the Bible with experts who would teach her how to
fight and eliminate mental rot, and that meant attending Calvary College, the first and best
Presbyterian college in Southeastern Kansas. Like a frickin’ training regimen, Tess said to
herself with wild Diet Coke relief. She’d felt better than she had in weeks. All summer there was
the constant dread of having to tell her parents about the violent corner of her brain, nights of
worry that her problem might be criteria enough to send her to an institution for girls with eating
disorders and razor blade habits. Around 4:00 that morning, she’d conceived of a mostly true
story about the dangers of a secular college environment, and, seeing Tess was set on Calvary,
her mom had risen to help her pack. Her father questioned her decision, but Tess could be very
persuasive. She’d already bought all new things for her dorm at Kansas State, so she was
prepared. New twin bed sheets. A plastic adjustable reading light that looked like the Pixar lamp.
Her very own purple stapler, for papers and lab reports.
Now, check-in for the Calvary orientation was held in the cafeteria, which had a Subway
and a Panda Express. She’d be assigned a number, and then they would take an instant photo on
a blue background, paste the photo on the filled-out ID card, laminate it, and hook it to the purple
lanyard. Very cool. Please let me have a super cool roommate, she casually requested God, a
message she presumed He would find later, kind of like a voicemail.
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Once they were all checked in, students milled about on the lawn under majestic
sycamores with their purple lanyards, waiting for the next phase to begin. Prayer groups formed.
The circle next to Tess looked good. Confident. As a competitive athlete, Tess knew the power
of doing things in a circle with one’s team to intimidate your opponents. The SCA team used to
count aloud while they stretched before games, switching from arm to arm, leg to leg, as a
singular unit. The prayer circle was not too loud, but loud enough. They were all smiling with
their eyes closed. Together, they said, “Amen.”
“Amen,” Tess echoed, and when they looked over at her, she waved.
On the spectrum between Phelps-level Christian not Christian at all, Tess would guess
she fell somewhere in the middle. She wore tank tops and jeans to service. She didn’t sing along
to the hymns anymore, even when her mom nudged her. She didn’t really like Jars of Clay or DC
Talk or Creed. She liked compilations. Especially Jock Jams, and the pack of Decades samplers
she got from the Barnes and Noble, including 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. She had friends from public
school, girls she met on tournament teams and camps, so she knew a lot about the ways
non-believers think, but she wasn’t mean or pushy just because they didn’t believe in the same
things as her. She didn’t wear floor-length denim skirts or stand by the side of the road near the
Sonic Drive-In on Gage Boulevard, holding up neon colored poster boards that say God Hates
F-words. In fact, she had a gay friend in middle school choir before she had to quit because of
basketball commitments, and he told her she was really nice for a Christian. She also had two
Jewish friends she met at Model UN before she had to quit that, too. And regarding the whole
sex-before-marriage thing, if she was being honest, she would probably break that rule with Leo
Dicaprio if given the opportunity, or with University of Kansas point guard Jeff Boschee.
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After they got settled in the dorms, the Calvary incoming freshmen spent the afternoon
playing icebreakers in small groups. Tess’s group was the Red group, and they nicknamed
themselves the Red Sea, which was hilarious, especially when the Welcome Crusade leader—a
good-looking guy in a purple shirt—ran through them yelling, I’m parting you guys, I’m parting
the Red Sea!
At one point, they were to go around the circle and say their names, and which Bible
character they most identified with. Most of the girls said Ruth in her undying faithfulness,
probably because there aren’t that many girls in the Bible to choose from. Tess said Job, because
her relationship to God was complicated and special. She spoke to Him every night, more of a
conversation than a prayer. Wish I could touch the rim, she’d say, and He’d respond, What’s so
great about touching the rim? Just play with the gifts I’ve given you, a nd it was easy to say,
Okay, a nd she’d feel loved. Why is Lauren mad at me? Is it because I missed her flute recital?
And then He’d say, She’ll tell you in her own sweet time. I n her mind she imagined the voice of a
young man, but also kind of tough and feminine like her basketball coach Pam Finch, and older
than her, but not as old as her dad, so kind of like Matt, her youth group leader at Saline Non
Denominational Bible Church. She had a theory that the world was arranged to test the fortitude
of Christians, just like God tested Job or Lot’s wife. Sometimes God’s tests came down in a fist,
like the ‘66 tornado, or the Dust Bowl, but most of the time it was a finger, flicking little
inconveniences in her path to make her stronger, smarter. She knew Coach-Matt-God sent her
pop quizzes to test her diligence and discipline. He sent her a faulty transmission on the Buick to
test her perseverance and problem solving. He spoke to her in small ways, and sometimes in
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tough ways, but Tess never doubted His plan. She doubted herself, sure, and just like they talked
about in youth group, that was natural. Some bad thoughts were natural.
Lying in her bed after lights-out, she thought of ankles breaking. Sometimes it was the
ankle of a woman wearing high-heels, her long stride hitting a hole in the pavement at the wrong
angle. Sometimes it was the ankle of an athlete who has just jumped over a hurdle, foot spearing
the track in a shin-tilting pop. She made fists under her sheets, as if she could beat away the
thoughts, as if she had ever punched anyone in her life. But the images still came, helpless to the
pills that were supposed to improve her moods and her sleep. Sometimes it was hamsters
fornicating, their tiny furball bodies grinding against one another. Hamsters exploding all over
the inside of a microwave. Hamsters eating their young. Why did she think about these things? A
couple months after Hubbell died, the images began to play like a video as she closed her eyes,
and sometimes they felt like they were really happening, the weight of them somewhere in the
world, brought to her brain in a live cable feed. Sometimes it was not anything she could see but
a feeling. Something invisible touching her. It was not just the images themselves, but the deep,
confusing shame that she could even access such thoughts, that sent her stumbling in the dark,
giving in to waves of nausea as she stared at the serenity prayer printed above the toilet in the
upstairs bathroom. The thoughts came from a part of her she didn’t recognize. She’d sprained her
ankle millions of times, but she’d never even had a hamster. Look, some terrible force seemed to
say, you did this.
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